PERFORMANCE
MAXIMISE YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
Without mains power, no audio or audio-visual component can function. Your musical
enjoyment is reduced by mains noise contamination – this can be from either
Differential or Common Mode mains noise. Differential noise is created by the power
supplies in all electronic devices, while Common Mode noise in introduced by RFI and
the wireless communications that are becoming increasingly common.
With the Performance range you will hear significantly
better sound quality, with more detail and greater
dynamic range. All of your components will be improved
and protected, allowing you to realise the best possible
performance whenever you listen.
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YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

UP TO £3,000

£3,000 - £12,500

PERFORMANCE

PTIVE GATING

EVO3 SOLUS
Hi Fi World
5 Globe Winner

6 AMP FILTER

FUSED INPUT
10 AMP

22,500 AMP
PROTECTION

SAFETY
DISCHARGE CIRCUIT

DELTA FILTER

K.E.R.P

SHUNT

POLARIS-X

SHUNT
SHUNT
SHUNT
SHUNT
SHUNT

IsoTek’s most affordable rack-width component conditioner improves audio
and audio-visual electronics whilst fitting neatly into a hi-fi rack. An awardwinning, simple and effective way to upgrade the sound of your hi-fi.
Removes

Common Mode and Differential
Mode mains noise.

RFI

reduction 45dB.

Unique

Individual Differential Gate© filter
network improves the isolation between
each of the six outlets, further eliminating
cross contamination.

KERP©

(Kirchoff’s Equal Resistance Path)
ensures equal resistance and equal power
delivery across all outlets. No outlet gets
power before the next, a common problem
with other power products which daisy
chain outlets together.

22,500A

of instantaneous protection,
featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential
protection system.

Internal

wiring; multi-strand silver plated
OFC copper with PTFE dielectric.

Independent

outlets – no outlets are
connected together, stopping Differential
Mode cross-contamination.

Maximum
Available

sockets.

power, continuous 2,300W.

in UK, EU, US, AU, CH and ZA

“Want clean mains to
power your hi-fi? IsoTek’s
range of passive mains
conditioners promises
you all that and more.
Try it in your own home
to fully experience the
benefits, once you’ve
done so, we’re convinced
you’ll be hooked.”
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